NEWSLETTER – 2016
APRIL
We’re Off

All ready for the start of the 2016 Championship

small cormorants to catch his
limit.
With only fifteen limits from
sixty eight anglers it could
not be called an easy day.
First to finish was Mark
Haycock of Invica A at 12.00
hrs, closely followed by
Drew McIntosh of the Fish
Hawks just a few minutes
later.

********
A cold Northerly breeze
greeted the anglers as they
prepared for the ‘OFF’ at
Rutland.
Fortunately there
were also sunny periods which
alleviated
the
expected
maximum of 9C.
A shift in the wind direction
from practice day, when many
fish had been caught, did not
seem to have had any effect on
where the anglers went.
Half the fleet set of for the Old
Hall area and the other half for
Burley and Dickenson’s point.
One or two braver anglers
fished the downwind shores,
and one of the earliest boats to
finish found fish drifting into
Gibbot’s.
However most anglers took
advantage of the shelter on the
northern shores where there

were plenty of fish to be
caught.
Fish were feeding heavily on
Buzzers anywhere from four to
twelve feet down.
As you
drifted away from the bank
over deeper water it appeared
that the fish took the buzzers in
mid water. Over the shallower
water the fish were feeding just
as the buzzers left the bottom.
Lines reflected this variety in
feeding depth. Many used a
floating line and long leader
with a team of almost static
buzzers. (The bung had been
very successful on practice
day). Anything down to a DI4
seemed popular.

It was clear that it became
much more difficult as the
day wore on. Over half the
limits were caught before
2.00 pm, there then seemed a
time lapse, with other
finishers having to wait until
there seemed a small increase
in activity from 4.00 pm
Mark Haycock of Invicta A
has now got his name on the
Kew/Queen Mother Plate for
consecutive wins in the
Spring Association Match
(He was best bag at Grafham
in 2015)

Traditional buzzer patterns
worked, both black and dark
olive.
Diawl Bach’s also
caught many fish. At least one
angler used a team of very
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There is no doubt that the team of the day was

Invicta A.
They were Best Team – Best Bag
And only failed by one fish to have a full team limit

Mark Searle – Captain of Invicta A

Receives the Kew/Queen Mother Plate
Sadly only half the Invicta A Team stayed for the meal and presentations

However they did not manage a clean sweep because best fish was
Ian Whiteside of Grey Lags - 4lbs 11oz

